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Revolutionizing digital 
document management

Founded in 2002, A-Z Gartenhaus GmbH is Europe‘s market leader for garden sheds. Every year, over 15,000 
customers find their desired product through the specialist retailer for garden and house projects.

A-Z Gartenhaus GmbH was faced with the challenge of modernizing its document management and increasing the efficiency of its 
processes. Working closely with TSO-DATA, an experienced partner in the field of digital transformation, the company decided to 
implement the M-Files document management system, including the DMS Connector for connecting the DMS to the ERP system 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Continia Document Capture for fully automated document capture.

Efficient processes and transparent document flows - 
introduction of Continia Document Capture and M-Files 
including connection to the ERP system by TSO-DATA

Introduced solutions
M-Files, DMS Connector, Continia Document Capture

Goal
Optimization of incoming invoice verification and more transparent document flows

Results
• Increased efficiency in document management
• Improving the transparency and traceability of document flows
• Automated capture and processing of incoming documents
• Advantages for the customer:

 ▫ Save time when searching for and processing documents
 ▫ Higher data quality and security
 ▫ Reduction of manual errors through automated processes
 ▫ Improved collaboration and information flow within the company



Always have the right information to hand with M-Files

M-Files revolutionizes document management by replacing traditional folder structures. 
It relies on metadata-based links with keywords and classifications (such as quotations, 
orders, invoices) to make documents easier to find. This innovative approach eliminates 
duplicate files, ensures you are working with the latest document version and enables 
transparent change tracking. M-Files supports flexible access from anywhere and a com-
prehensive authorization concept that regulates access to documents.

DMS Connector – Efficient interaction between ERP and DMS

The DMS Connector, an in-house development from TSO-DATA, enables seamless 
integration of M-Files into Business Central. It makes it easier to store and search for 
documents directly from the ERP interface by assigning scanned documents via drag & 
drop and simplifying access to relevant documents. This integration saves time, increases 
efficiency and provides additional transparency and reliability in the handling of business 
data.

Automatic document processing with Document Capture

TSO-DATA optimized the invoice receipt process of A-Z Gartenhaus GmbH with the Do-
cument Capture add-on for Business Central. Document Capture automates the capture 
of relevant document fields using OCR technology and seamlessly integrates the data into 
Business Central. This considerably simplifies the processing of digital and scanned paper 
documents, reduces sources of error and increases process efficiency.

Results and benefits
The introduction of M-Files and Continia Document Capture led to a significant increase in efficiency in document ma-
nagement and improved the transparency and traceability of document flows within the company. Automated processes 
reduced manual errors and made it possible to save time when searching for and processing documents. In addition, data 
quality and security improved, and collaboration and the flow of information within the company were optimized.

Goals and challenges
The main objective of the project was to optimize incoming invoice verification and create transparent document flows in 
order to increase efficiency and productivity within the company. The challenges lay in the seamless integration of the new 
systems into the existing IT infrastructure and the training of employees to ensure a high level of acceptance and efficient 
use of the new solutions.

Implementation and solutions
The implementation was successfully completed in 2023 and included the introduction of M-Files for document manage-
ment, the DMS Connector for connection to the ERP system Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and Continia 
Document Capture for the automated capture of incoming documents.

„The implementation of M-Files and Continia Document Capture has fully met our expectations. Thanks to TSO-DATA, 
we benefit from the significantly increased efficiency in our document management.“

confirmed Anna De Florio, Team Lead ERP & EDI at A-Z Gartenhaus GmbH.



Among other things, the DMS Connector ensures that users can remain in the familiar application environment of their 
ERP system and do not have to switch between different interfaces in order to search for documents or emails for specific 
processes.

„With the DMS Connector from TSO-DATA, we have experienced a significant increase in efficiency in the connection of 
our ERP system with M-Files. Its integration allows documents to be easily stored directly in M-Files via Business  
Central, which speeds up the process and saves us important time. This improvement has optimized our work processes 
and contributed to overall satisfaction.“

so Anna De Florio.

TSO-DATA GmbH is part of the TSO-DATA group of companies, which comprises more than 200 employees at 
the company locations in Osnabrück, Berlin, Nuremberg, Hamburg and Bremen. As an IT specialist and Micro-
soft Dynamics partner, the experts develop, implement and realize innovative IT solutions and offer individual 
service concepts - nationally and internationally. TSO-DATA relies on modern and future-oriented technologies 
that can be specially adapted to the needs of medium-sized companies.
 
The solution portfolio focuses on ERP, CRM, BI, DMS and IT infrastructure and cloud services. As a full-service 
IT partner, TSO-DATA GmbH supports projects from the initial analysis through process optimization and imple-
mentation to implementation, training and long-term support - in line with TSO-DATA‘s corporate philosophy of 
„IT at its heart“.

Osnabrück - Berlin - Nuremberg - Hamburg - Bremen 
www.tso.de | info@tso.de

Conclusion
A-Z Gartenhaus GmbH has taken a significant step towards digital transformation with the introduction of M-Files, the 
DMS Connector and Continia Document Capture. The project, successfully implemented by the expertise of TSO-DATA, 
has not only optimized internal processes, but also laid the foundation for future innovations and improvements.


